DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

RAM ANALYSIS

Executive snack pack

Zero downtime approach with Reliability, Availability and Maintainability analysis. The importance and business benefits of RAM analysis explained in a nutshell.

Short videos

- How can RAM analysis optimize your performance? The benefits explained (3:48 minute video)
  WATCH THE RAM ANALYSIS VIDEO

- What is the impact of logistics operation to the overall field performance? Hot topic video (2:48 minute video)
  WATCH THE HOT TOPIC VIDEO

What are our customers saying?

ENI - takes control with Maros RAM analysis

"With Maros we can do availability analysis in a smarter way"
Ivano d’Amato, Maintenance Engineer, Eni
READ THE FULL STORY ABOUT ENI

Kogas - research brings in Maros and Taro

"Maros and Taro are extremely important to us. These tools support our decision-making process and are very useful for the concept design of LNG plants."
Seog-Soon Kim, KOGAS, LNG Technology Centre
READ THE FULL STORY ABOUT KOGAS

Shell - prime tools performance

"More and more, we’re using Maros and Taro as strategic operational decision tools. It’s a real paradigm shift."
Celesta White, Shell Projects and Technology
READ THE FULL STORY ABOUT SHELL

Links to detailed information

- Optimizing production - an introduction
- Website
- Flier
- Customer list Maros